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Epigenetics ( ) 

How does Epigenetics 
shape life? 

Identical DNA but different phenotypes! 



Epigenetic Mechanisms (  ) 

DDNA methylation 
 

Histone modification 
 
 

Adapted from Genetics 2012
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The environment matters!  

The epi-genome dynamically responds to the environment 

The world’s first cloned cat ( ), Carbon Copy  
Identical DNA but different phenotypes 

Photos by the College of Veterinary Medicine and 
Biomedical sciences, Texas A&M From Wikimedia Commons 

The  genetic mother 

Carbon Copy with her 
surrogate mother 

Carbon Copy  



The Carbon Copy cat ( ) 
Identical DNA but different phenotypes: X-chromosome inactivation 
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Why your DNA isn't your destiny? 

Epigenetic Inheritance 



Nutrition: Eating for two  

A mother’s diet shapes the phenotype of her offspring 
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Bisphenol A (BPA)   
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 : folic acid, vitamin B12, 
choline    
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Nutrition & the Epigenome (  ) 
A mother’s diet shapes the phenotype of her offspring: DNA methylation 
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(Animal model to study human disease)

Mouse model

Cell culture

Fly model

Human disease
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� : highly genetic (~80%) 
� : minimal (risperidone) 
� : not known 
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Take Home Message: 
Epigenetics May Hold the Secret to 

Flipping Disease ‘OFF’ Switch 



Thank you for your attention! 


